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Warning Label: Catalog With An Attitude

NOTA BENE : We take our work seriously, but take
ourselves lightly, so the books at Biblioctopus are always
greater than the booksellers. Nonetheless, as we are
the creators of a new realm of cataloging, we therefore
invent the standards and rules therein, and you as our
reader are obliged to adjust and conform to our style.
Abide willingly, and you will discover innovation, in
which, you (the delighted buyer) become a conspirator.
Basics: Book entries include author (or its equivalent on
related items), title (or its equivalent on related items),
place, date, a bibliographical conclusion, and a physical
description, typically in that order. Practical limits in a
commercial listing preclude a complete deconstruction,
but any aspect chosen as a digression, for any particular
entry, follows the evaluation of many relevant factors at
once, their interdependence, their related importance,
and their consequences. We strive to weigh them fairly,
and place them properly in relation to one another, so
that, what gets written is not accidental, but rather the
result of an encompassing view, that should have width,
breadth and depth. You can decide whether it has merit.
Sticker joy: We price to challenge other equivalent items
of like kind and quality, so everything is marked (or
remarked) to market, by recent world wide survey, the
aim being, that no one is offering a finer example at our
price, and no one is offering an equal example for less.
Methodology: In a stumble towards neo–scholarship
we apply, for example, intellectual history (place within
a body of work), iconography (symbols that point to
meaning), iconology (social symbols), semiotics (signs),
formalism (the subjective data), connoisseurship
(comparisons within the corpus), and then, any other
techniques that seem interesting, helpful, or appropriate,
without the stifling limits usually imposed by academia.
Plagiarism: Old words examine new perspectives and
vice versa, so attributed quotations are in quotation

marks, but disparate pithy aphorisms, coy similes, dry
metaphors, and wry epigrams, are stolen, kidnapped,
plagiarized, embezzled, and pillaged from everywhere
and everyone, then corrupted, inverted, combined,
debauched, and misemployed, all for your happy reading.
Argot: We never spin “fine” into a term for books with
faults by using hypnotizing enhancements like fine plus,
fine indeed, very fine, unusually fine, extremely fine,
exceptionally fine, exceedingly fine, unbelievably fine, or
unimaginably fine. Restoration and repair are aesthetic,
directed at soundness, and clearly noted, without the use
of evasive terminology (jargon). “Contemporary” means
parallel to the time of publication. Items attributed,
as “Ex–somebody” were once owned by that person.
Illustrations: Photography is accomplished with an 18.1
megapixel camera that conveys a straightforward view of
that item. Nothing has been intentionally positioned to
hide its failings, the associated text candidly describes the
item itself, not just the faults peculiar to, and obvious in,
the picture, and those items, or sides of items, not
illustrated, have their flaws articulated with special clarity.
A collective soul: While the range of material may veil it,
the items selected for Catalog 50 have a shared essence.
Timeliness: Logically, everything is subject to prior sale.
Taxes: California residents must be charged 8¾% sales
tax, but we give homeboys a discount to even things out.
Delivery: Everything is sent by second day Fed–Ex, at
our expense, but we may take a week to get it wrapped.
Assurances: Everything is guaranteed to be authentic,
and way cool, regardless of vintage, but autograph
material, created by the living, is particularly burdened
with, and isolated by, specific disclaimers of warranty.
Insufficient thrills: Everything is deemed to be sold on
approval, and anything may be returned, with prompt
notice, within 8 days, for any reason, for a full refund.
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Copyright ©MMXIII by Biblioctopus Nation, however,
contrary to established custom, we will wholly or
partially subsidize the reproduction and distribution of
Catalog 50, anywhere in the world, so long as that
reprinting is absolutely accurate (indistinguishable).

Catalog 50 is conceitedly dedicated
to the memory of the great John F. Fleming
Alcott, Louisa May

Flower Fables
(Boston, 1855).
1st edition of her first book. 9 children’s fairy tales
written for Ralph Waldo Emerson’s daughter Ellen,
when the precocious Alcott was 16. Original cloth, spine
faded a shade, light wear to tips, 1/2” blot to endpaper
else near fine with sound hinges, no repair, and no foxing,
and most 1sts of Flower Fables have enough spots to
entice the curiosity of a nearsighted lady bug. 1,500
Here’re 3 things about children, detoured for my purpose.
First. No social problem is as universal as the abuse
of them, but abuse of books isn’t far behind. 1st
editions of Flower Fables get sold at auction every
year or so, but no matter how they are graded, a
disheartening majority were treated badly and wear
the scars. I won’t bore you with elephants on parade,
but the last nice copy was 22 years ago (H. Bradley
Martin, Sotheby’s, NY, Jan. 31, 1990, $2,475).
Second. Too many modern children never grow up to
become adults. They do develop an adequate
superficial, exterior façade to fool their friends, find a
spouse, hold a job, stay out of jail, and pay their way
through the necessities, even the luxuries, of a civilized
life, but scratch that surface and inside they remain
children. Some are perpetually 12 year olds, some stop
maturing at 18, some at 25, but few, ever, completely
grow up. How would you know if you are a real adult?
Try this random test. Take 3 friends and build a
campfire by a riverbank. If you are all grown–up, you
will be able to do this without making lifelong memories.
Third. A plea to all children for compassion. Always
eat 2 gummy bears at a time, so they don’t die alone.

[Anatomy]

Catoptrum Microcosmicum
suis aere incises…
by Johann[is] Remmelin[i]
(Augsburg, 1619).

1st edition (in Latin), despite being preceded (only) by an
unauthorized issue of the plates in 1613, and an equally
unauthorized quarto issue of the text in 1614. This is
the first anatomical atlas to use superimposed, peel
back flaps to fully illustrate the entire internal bodily
structures, one layer at
a time, exactly as they
would be revealed in
an orderly dissection.
Folio, full contemporary
vellum, old mends to
corners and edges, short
marginal tears and neat
repairs, still, a very
good copy, tall and wide
(13 1/2” X 18 5/8”),
with 120 original flaps
and 3 more in facsimile.
The number of flaps
varied upon issue, from
1 copy to another (some
of the survivors that
have a higher number of
flaps were enhanced with them later). Title page, author’s
portrait (on verso) and 3 anatomical plates, all engraved.
Leaf D with a half sheet of text (explanations) added to
the side, as issued. Coll: [2], 27 [i.e. 25], 1 pp. 12,000
Quite a useful medical book in its day, now more like an
art book, and a hip one, and a nice copy of it that we
won’t suffocate with self–serving praise. And it’s scarce
(just 5 copies sold at auction in the last 35 years, none
of them fine). And one more thing. Modern medicine’s
dirty little secret : Everything gives mice cancer.

As a friend he wanted him to rest in peace,
but as a dog he really wanted to dig him up.
Atkinson, Eleanor

Greyfriars Bobby
(London, 1912).

1st English edition, published by Harper in London just
following their NY issue, but printed by them in the U. S.
(the London and NY imprints reversed and the dustjacket
spine price printed at 4/6). Near fine in a jacket with
small chips at corners but otherwise fine.
200
This is the legend. In 1858, a man named John Gray was
buried in old Greyfriars Churchyard. His unmarked

grave was soon leveled by weather and time, becoming
scarcely discernible. While no human interest seemed
attached to the spot, it was not wholly disregarded or
forgotten. James Brown, the churchyard’s old curator,
remembered Gray’s funeral, and the little dog, a Skye
terrier called Bobby, whom Gray had saved from the
Stray Pound, and who was, secretly, allowed to attend,
being one of the most conspicuous mourners. The grave
was closed in as usual and the next morning Bobby was
found lying on the newly–made mound, an unpermitable
trespass, as there was an order at the gate stating clearly,
that dogs were not admitted. Old James accordingly
drove Bobby out, but next morning he was there again,
to be chased off a second time. The third morning was
cold and wet, and when the old man saw the faithful
animal, in spite of all chastisement, still lying shivering on
the grave, he took pity on him, and gave him some food.
Marvel at his devotion eventually earned Bobby the
right to make the churchyard his home, and for 14
years the loyal dog kept constant watch and guard over
the grave until his own death in 1872, never spending a
single night away from his master’s tomb. Often in
bad weather attempts were made to keep him indoors,
but by dismal howls he let it be known that this was an
unendurable interference, and he was always allowed to
have his way. At times during the day he could be seen
in or about the churchyard, but then, no matter how
rough the night, nothing could induce him to yield his
ground, the identity of which he so faithfully preserved.
What’s really rare in this world is fitting recognition,
and yet, Greyfriars’ Bobby got his, commemorated by
the erection of a statue and fountain (pictured on the
dustjacket), which was wholly paid for by Baroness
Burdett Coutts. The monument to loyalty was unveiled,
without any ceremony, on Nov. 15, 1873. The book is
a fictional flushing out of the legend, it became a
massive bestseller in its time, and is still a good read.

sorry about that house that fell on your sister
Baum, L. Frank

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
(Chicago, 1900).
1st edition, 1st printing, and of course it’s the fabled 1st
binding (thus the 1st issue), a phenomenal, unsung rarity
in this state. Near fine, no repair, no glue, no touch–ups,
an honest copy and the finest I’ve seen, by far. 115,000
Gripping the bibliography to strangle the truth from it,
I’ll note that the text, plates, title page and binding were
all manufactured separately (and not in equal numbers),
and then assembled as needed. The earliest text has
plentiful printing points that are all 1st state in our copy,
as they are in many reprinted copies, some of them

innocent as a hatchling
[The Beach Boys]

Surfer Girl
(1963).

Handwritten manuscript (fair copy), the first verse
of Surfer Girl, 24 words, in blue ink, all on 1 side of
an 8 1/2” X 11” sheet of Beach Boys stationery. The
lyrics in the hand of David Marks (an original
Beach Boy for their first 5 albums), signed by him,
and also signed by Mike Love and Brian Wilson, and
it is the Wilson autograph that is not often seen on
these manuscripts. Fine condition. Should be framed
and hung on the wall in a beach house.
400
“Little surfer, little one,
Make my heart come all undone,
Do you love me [?],
Do you surfer girl [?],
Surfer girl,
My little surfer girl…”
Surfer Girl was the title song and first cut, on the Beach
Boys 3rd studio album (released Sept. 16, 1963). It
was the first song The Beach Boys ever wrote (by
Brian Wilson, in 1961, at age 19).
Vocals on S. G. were by Mike Love, Brian Wilson
(who also played keyboard, and is now venerated as a
genius), David Marks (who also played rhythm
guitar), and the self-effacing and therefore always
underappreciated Carl Wilson (who also played lead
guitar). Dennis Wilson (who played drums) and Al
Jardine (who played bass guitar), were musicians on
Surfer Girl, but did not sing. David Marks, the 3
Wilsons (Brian, Carl and Dennis), and Mike Love,
appeared on the album’s cover. Al Jardine was not
pictured on it because he had just re–joined the band).
In the beginning, God created the ocean and the earth,
and then divided them with surf.

genuine Beatles manuscript from Sgt. Pepper
[The Beatles]

Lovely Rita, Meter Maid
(1967).
Paul McCartney’s handwritten, working manuscript
(as Beatle) for Lovely Rita, from the album Sgt.
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, the most famous
album in the entire panorama of modern music.
This is the very first (rough) draft, 10 lines (in ink),
all in Paul’s handwriting, and all written on a single
side of an irregular scrap of lined paper (7 1/2” X 5”)
torn from a spiral notebook. 7 lines in black are Paul’s
first concept. 3 lines of changes have been added later
in blue, such as, “writing all the numbers in her little
black book” changed to “filling in a ticket with her little
blue pen” and still later recorded as “filling in a ticket
in her little white book.” Near fine condition. Lavishly
matted, and framed (UV) with a full size, uncorrected
1st state proof photograph of the album cover, varying in
that McCartney is kneeling, the band instruments have
been passed around, and 2 people are among the
onlookers who would not sign releases, and therefore did
not appear on the published album. Ex–Butterfield’s,
Dec. 12, 1993. Rare. Icon time.
175,000
“Lovely Rita, meter maid,
Nothing can come between us,
When it gets dark,
I’ll tow your heart away...”
Beatles manuscripts from Sargent Pepper hold all of the
rock & roll world records, and some day soon, the only
way to see one will be in a big city museum, at the end of
a long line, behind velvet ropes. The last authentic one at
auction from this album (A Day in the Life, admittedly
a greater song), sold for $1,202,500 at Sotheby’s in
2010. Before that you have to go back to a late (clean)
draft of Getting Better ($249,200, at Butterfield’s, in
1994), and once every 16 years is not very often.

vocal heroics
[Blondie]

Dreamin’
(1979).
Debbie Harry’s handwritten manuscript (fair copy),
titled at the top, and signed twice, of Dreaming Is
Free, her brawny and lusty, gold selling single. The
complete lyrics, all in her own handwriting, 27 lines
(169 words), in blue ink, all of them on the recto
side of an 8 1/2” X 13” sheet of yellow paper.
Celestial Debbie has sealed her signature at the end
with a kiss in pink lipstick. Ably framed (UV) with a
color photograph of D. H. (white skirt and top, hands
in pockets, head tilted, big smile). Lightening of the ink
in a few places, otherwise fine condition, and this MS is
so fair to behold, that if I had a tail, I’d wag it. 8,000
Dreamin’ was the lead single from Blondie’s 4th album,
Eat to the Beat, a red hot, new wave, punk rock hit, a
sorceress’ mix of beauty and power, from the “Buddy
Holly/Rave On” school of songwriting, released in the
gentler days of punk, just before the ‘70s gave way to the
body piercing generation of living wind chimes, whose
only fear was a junkyard magnet. The manuscript was
gifted to a poorly promoted and lightly attended charity
auction in 1992 and she came away from the encounter
soured by the experience. So if you plan to get your own
Debbie Harry manuscript, you better start stalking her
right now, and be sure to come equipped with a donut
for bait, a 3 layer blindfold, a rag soaked in chloroform,
and a trunk lid that won’t open from the inside.
“When I met you in the restaurant,
You could tell I was no debutante,
You asked me, What’s my pleasure?
A movie or a measure?
I’ll have a cup of tea
And tell you of my dreaming,
Dreaming is free, dreaming is free...”

Burroughs, Edgar Rice

Apache Devil
(Tarzana, 1933).

1st edition. Signed and inscribed (Mar. 1933), in ink.
Spine very slightly faded else fine and unflawed in a
fine dustjacket. Worn, or stained, or worse, copies
show up routinely, but this one’s something else. 3,750
Historical romance surrounding General Miles 1886
assignment of Capt. Lawton and Lieut. Gatewood to
pursue and capture Geronimo, spun as a sympathetic,
realistic, and almost honest, treatment of Apache life.

pristine
Cain, James

Love’s Lovely Counterfeit
(NY, 1942).
1st edition. His 4th novel. Fine in fine jacket (no wear).
The webs of noir, set in a mid–American town, where
everyone is shady. In the midst of a mayoral election, the
chauffeur of the city’s crime boss leaks incriminating data
about the incumbent, instigating an upset, and forcing
the boss out of town, the FBI on his trail. The chauffeur
attempts a coup d’état, but his old boss returns, and an
introspective plotline becomes a thriller.
1,500
This is not a scarce book generally, but almost any 70
year old detective novel, in this idyllic condition, is going
to be scarcer than
things that get
better by talking
about them. It’s 10
times as rare as a
near fine copy for 3
times the price and
it’s 50 times rarer
than a very good, or
as is said, “better
than average” copy,
setting up my poke
at “the average.”
There are roughly
9 million people
in Los Angeles
County. It may be
estimated that 300
of them have no legs and another 3,000 of them have
only 1 leg. The remaining 8,996,700 have 2 legs. That
makes a total, in L. A. County, of 17,993,400 legs
shared among all the inhabitants–an average of 1.9996
legs each. Therefore, nearly everybody in Los Angeles
(99.96%) has more than the average number of legs.

Capote, Truman

Breakfast at Tiffany’s
(NY, 1958).
2 vols. The publisher’s own master set of unbound
long galley proofs for the 1st edition (6 1/2” X 23 1/4”),
with some author directed changes, and many editorial
corrections. Folded for storing (1 fold strengthened),
production smudges to a few pages, but very good.
[And] The publisher’s own unbound file set, trimmed
to page proofs, is included, also very good. Both sets
are complete. Each set is unique. A single half morocco
case holds both.
2 sets of proofs together: 20,000
The transit stage between manuscript and book, and
the first setting in type of an immortal flake of
Western literature, Capote’s best, and most inspired,
work, tackling the struggle between a need for
stability and a desire for freedom, urging the reader to
always be a little kinder than necessary, and featuring
an investment in friendship more simply and truly
portrayed than if it had really happened.
Take a look at the 1950’s. Here’s a 15–point case for its
candidacy as the pivotal decade in 20th century English
literature. Catcher in the Rye, Lolita, Atlas Shrugged,
Lord of the Flies, Old Man and the Sea, Casino Royale,
East of Eden, Charlotte’s Web, On the Road, Naked
Lunch, Augie March, Invisible Man, Long Goodbye,
Lord of the Rings and, naturally, Breakfast at Tiffany’s.

there’s nothing simple about it
Chandler, Raymond
The Simple Art of Murder
(The Atlantic Monthly, Dec. 1944).
1st appearance anywhere of Chandler’s throat slitting,
how–to essay, artfully dissecting the trials (and
failures at those trials) of those who would write good
detective stories. Precedes the 1946 anthology and the
1950 book. Little chips to spine tips, still very good. 40
“…the good novel is not at all the same kind of
book as the bad novel. It is about entirely different
things. But the good detective story and the bad
detective story are about exactly the same things, and
they are about them in very much the same way.
I suppose the principal dilemma of the traditional
or classic or straight deductive or logic and deduction
novel of detection is that for any approach to
perfection it demands a combination of qualities not
found in the same mind. The coolheaded constructionist
does not also come across with lively characters, sharp
dialogue, a sense of pace, and an acute use of observed
detail. The grim logician has as much atmosphere as a
drawing board. The scientific sleuth has a nice new shiny
laboratory, but I’m sorry I can’t remember the face.
The fellow who can write you a vivid and colorful
prose simply will not be bothered with the coolie labor
of breaking down unbreakable alibis…” – page 54.
if only the aliens
would keep the people they abduct
Clarke, Arthur C.
Sentinel of Eternity
(10 Story Fantasy, Vol. I, No. I, Spring, 1951).
1st appearance in print of Clarke’s short story,
preceding its 1953 Ballantine publication in a book.
Another 15 years of Clarke’s pondering, polishing,
augmenting and development, finally intersected the

virtuosic and gambling vision of Stanley Kubrick, and
by 1968 the little story had evolved into the cinematic
masterpiece, 2001: A Space Odyssey. Tears to some
inner foredge margins else nearly fine.
100
Physics? 325 years after Newton, a corollary to his law:
Objects in motion will continue in the wrong direction.
Objects at rest will remain in the wrong place.

Conrad, Paul

“ I Thought You Knew.
I’ve Been Aboard Every Flight.”
(Los Angeles, 1967).

Original pen and ink drawing (11” X 13 3/4”), of
Conrad’s grim, poignant, editorial cartoon, signed in
ink, and titled on a strip of masking tape along the top.
Lower left corner with Conrad’s signature, below it the
handwritten copyright of the L. A. Times, above it the
1967 sticker of the Register and Tribune Syndicate.
Light wear to the border (all outside the image), else
near fine. A gloss proof (5 1/4” X 5 5/8”) accompanies
the drawing. Ex–Paul Haney (at the time, NASA’s

Public Affairs Chief in Houston), and given to Haney
by Conrad.
Drawing and proof together: 1,500
I’ll quickly lay the back–story. Apollo 1 (initially
designated Apollo Saturn–204 or AS–204) was
scheduled to be the first crew test in the U. S. Apollo
manned lunar landing program. On Jan. 27, 1967, a
cabin fire during a launch pad trial, destroyed the
Command Module and killed all three astronauts –
Command Pilot Virgil Grissom, Senior Pilot Edward
White and Pilot Roger Chaffee (Conrad’s striking
editorial page cartoon followed a few days later).
The next day NASA convened an Apollo 204 Accident
Review Board to determine the cause of the fire.
Although the ignition source was never conclusively
identified, the astronauts’ deaths were attributed to a
wide range of lethal design and construction flaws in
the early Apollo Command Module, not the least of
which was that the breathing atmosphere was flammable
oxygen (replaced with air on all future missions). The
manned phase of the project was delayed for 20
months while these problems were corrected.
Paul Conrad (1924–2010) was THE American cartoon
satirist, winner of 3 Pulitzer Prizes (1964, 1971, 1984),
and arguably, the best in his time, no matter what the
satire’s form or discipline. Disengaging from the
specific subject of the item we are offering for sale, I’ll
address civic (and political) satire generally, using 8
lines for a take on it, from the tao of the octopus:
What arouses the indignation of artists such as Conrad
(and drives them to do much of their finest work), is
not that people of influence and power behave idiotically,
or even wickedly, but rather, that they successfully
conspire to impose upon the public, a picture of
themselves as sagacious, honest, prudent, and well–
intentioned. Or inversely, one cannot satirize someone
who says directly: “I’m in it for the money, and that’s it.”

one shot, one kill
Cooper, James F.

The Prairie
(Philadelphia, 1827).

2 vols. 1st American edition of the 3rd novel published in
Cooper’s Leatherstocking series (following The Pioneers
and The Last of the Mohicans, and preceding The
Deerslayer and The Pathfinder), though The Prairie is the
last chronologically (set in 1804). Original boards and

labels worn, neatly rebacked, else a very good, uncut set,
and a whole one, with both copyright pasteovers, the
inserted (April) catalog in vol. I, and all the blanks, as
issued. Rebound copies are always available, but these
offer the serenity of being stuffed in a picnic basket that
has already been occupied by hungry ants, and some of
those sets can’t be rated on a scale of 1–10 unless you’re
good with fractions. By comparison, complete Prairies in
original boards are amply scarce, with ABPC listing no
such copy sold at auction in the last 25 years.
1,250
Cooper was the first major American writer to deal
imaginatively with American life. He was also a critic of
the political, social, and religious problems of the day.
As a boy (during the 1790s), he watched the frontier
move inexorably westward and, in The Prairie, we find
Hawkeye, 47 years after The Last of the Mohicans,
drifted to the uncharted territory which would become
Wyoming and the Dakotas. The novel’s crucial theme
is contrasts. The whites are mostly thin, superficial,
characters, whereas the Indians are complex extremes.
The Pawnee are pure, noble savages, while the Tetons
are cruel and dark, so accordingly, the Indians play
both sides of the drama around the settlers’ expansion
into the land of the Louisiana Purchase. Hawkeye
(unnamed throughout the novel) has fled the relentless
sound of axes hewing down his beloved Eastern forests.
The Leatherstocking, now in his 80s, has isolated himself
in the land of the Pawnee, the Sioux, and the herds of
buffalo. Still there is no respite from the relentlessly
encroaching settlers, and he expends the last of his
strength and skills defending a group of outcast
Kentuckians who are seeking land rights as far as
possible from the law. Culminating in a grandly written
death scene, The Prairie brings the old hunter full circle,
with images of, and references to, his youth, along with
reminiscences of the remarkable life, which made him
the original, and the prototype, American hero.

Cooper, James F.

The Leatherstocking Tales 1– 4
(NY [Gilberton], 1949).

1st edition, 1st printing of “Great Indian Stories” a
Classics Illustrated Giant, collecting the first 4 novels
(chronologically) in Cooper’s series, The Deerslayer (set
from 1740–1755), The Last of the Mohicans (set 1757),
The Pathfinder (set 1759), and The Pioneers (set 1793).
Fine, the second finest copy ever recorded (CGC slabbed
and graded “very fine plus” or “8.5” their census verifying
only 1 single copy graded higher). Rare in this condition
(Overstreet says rare in any condition).
1,000

Crane, Hart

The Bridge
(NY, 1930).
1st American edition and 1st trade edition (a rawly
edited, 275 copy, Paris limited edition preceded). The
Bridge is a metaphor of American power, and was
itself a bridge between past and present, a transition
from 19th to 20th century poetry. Fine in a very good
jacket, spine faded,
tape removed, short
tears strengthened,
but integral and
superior for it.
Author to editor
signed presentat–
ion copy (in ink),
a lofty association,
inscribed to Tom
Smith, editor in
chief for Horace
Liveright,
the
publisher of The
Bridge, and it is
Tom Smith’s fingerprints that are all over this poem,
perfected here by his precise editing, revising and
correcting, and the nearly unfathomable Crane needed
editing more than most. Ref: Connolly 100.
50,000
Tom Smith was an enormity, a leading force in the
American literary renaissance that changed literature
and the relationship between it, and the American
public, profoundly and forever. And it was the
relationship between Horace Liveright and Tom Smith,
that was the inspirational model for Ben Hecht and
Charles Mac Arthur (yet another relationship), as they
co–wrote and co-directed their 1935 film noir (if
anything before 1941 is technically classified as noir),
The Scoundrel, which won the Oscar for best screenplay.
This is the best copy of The Bridge I’ve ever heard of.

1st edition in English of Dante’s epic
Dante Alighieri

Divina Commedia
[The Divine Comedy]
Translated by Henry Boyd
(London, 1802).
3 vols. 1st edition in English (only a 1782 Inferno extract
was ever translated earlier). 19th century half morocco.
Frontispiece of Dante, no half–titles, title pages tanned
(now deacidified), some stains and foxing, else very good,
and scarce. Ref: Lowndes, p. 589. Fiske, p. 43. 2,200
I’ve sold 2 previous copies in my 35 years (a similar
one for $2,500, and an exemplary, nay astonishing, one
for $15,000), and though sets of this 1st edition in
English are broadly found in institutional libraries, they
must have been interred there long ago, because none
have sold for the auction record in the last 30 years.
I can’t say this is the greatest work of Italian literature
(The Decameron’s rather great, Cellini may have written
the greatest autobiography, and readers defend their own
favorites with snippiness), but The Divine Comedy’s
100 Cantos radiate timelessness. It was finished by 1320,
and (as expected) elements of the clergy viewed Dante’s
book as more suspicious than a Nigerian e–mail,
promising millions in cash, for a small advance fee. They’d
mellowed some when it was first printed in 1472, and
by the time of this 1802 translation, they’d adopted it.
Dante’s literal journey is also an allegory of the personal
evolution of man, and the evolution of mankind
towards peace on Earth. Approach it tentatively, and
expect to be rewarded with intricacies and complexities.
In structure it appears to be a description of the beyond,
but it is, in essence, a compassionate oral evaluation of
human nature. In scope, it is encyclopedic, and cannot
be easily or properly fragmented into neat categories
for discussion. Of course professors do try, achieving
all the futility of shaking their fist at a tumbleweed.

Dick, Philip

The Man in the High Castle
(NY, 1963).

1st edition. Cloth with bumped corners, and pinpoint
sized specks at the upper right, else it’s fine. The jacket
corners are also bumped, and it’s rubbed (mostly along
the front flap fold), and has short tears (1/4” and 1/2”) to
the flap fold at the lower back, else it’s near fine, and this
is physical scrutiny with care, and more expensive copies
are always for sale, that’re not as pretty as this one. 1,750

The best alternate history novel written in the post–
modern era, Dick’s only novel to win a Hugo Award,
yet, underappreciated because it isn’t traditional science
fiction. That’s passé, as new interpretations are inevitable,
instigated by a fresh revisiting, a passage down different
avenues, with new preoccupations and emphasis, free from
the constraints of fans who favor the familiar. This begins
with a stress upon the context within which Man in the
High Castle was conceived, and at which it was aimed.
And though Dick was reclusive and bipolar (he could’ve
attended group therapy by himself ), he did not write in
a hermetically sealed vacuum, so the social, historical,
cultural, and political background are an insight into
Dick’s creativity. These days, the “positivist” approach
(an emphasis on, or a restriction to, considering only the
work and its equivalent, or comparable works) has been
intellectually bruised, so contrasts are ethereal, as no
other novel from the period lends itself to comparison.
Here’s the quick set–up. In 1933, Franklin Roosevelt is
assassinated. His Vice–President (John Nance Garner),
and Garner’s Republican successor (John W. Bricker),
both fail to curb the Depression. Sheared of leadership
the U. S. remains isolationist, and refuses to aid Britain
or the Soviet Union, so Nazi Germany forces a peace on
the former and conquers the latter. The Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor is definitive, and German attacks on
the East coast, concurrent with Japanese attacks on
the West coast compel an American surrender in 1948.
The victors divide the U. S. with a Rocky Mountain
buffer zone between them, then slip into their own cold
war, leading the Nazis to plan a nuclear attack on the
Japanese homeland. And that’s just the overture.
Multiple plotlines, stories within the story, copious
characters, a dominant theme of contrasting true and
false realities, and there’s even an underground alternate
history novel, within the alternate history novel,
proposing the survival of F. D. R. and our history. Yow.

Dickens, Charles

Nicholas Nickleby
(London, 1839).

1st edition of an early chorus in Dickens’ lifelong lyric,
singing out that, if this is us, then we can do better.
Original deluxe binding of publisher’s full dark red

morocco (the spine lettered exactly like the cloth issue
with “London 1839” at the base), pale yellow endpapers,
gilt edges. 1st printing with all the identifying necessities,
and a majority (30 of 41) of Smith’s press points, but
since copies were randomly selected and assembled from
left over parts, Smith’s “points” are not points of issue
(our book could have been the first copy sold, or the last,
as easily as any other). However, as to binding priority,
many of the full morocco copies were given to Dickens
for his own use as presentation copies (gifts upon
publication), so they needed to be ready early, and their
minute total were likely bound simultaneously, at a
contracted outside binder, and may prove the 1st binding,
a state of primacy not to be spurned. A few string marks
from when the book was once bundled, else near fine (like
a hug in leather), never washed or repaired, (untouched),
freakish condition for such a delicate binding. 10,000
This book is that ever–elusive combination of significant
title, superior condition, and actual rarity, that’s always
sought with enthusiasm, but eventually abandoned in
fatigue, to the inefficiencies of irregular opportunity.
Dickens wrote Nickleby at the age of 26. It was his first
forceful romance of ironic social satire, and had some
comically sly villains (Wackford, Mulberry, and Ralph
for 3). If it has a flaw, it’s that the characters (except for
Nicholas) are painted, but do not develop, a mistake
that might have ranked with Sammy Hagar, but Dickens
noticed it too, and overcame it from this book forth.
Now for a fact (get the facts or the facts will get you).
Nicholas Nickleby, in original publisher’s morocco, is
50 times rarer than it is in publisher’s cloth, or even in
the serialized wrappered parts, and anyone who
disputes that (he who has nothing to say is seldom
silent), does so with that familiar expression of
righteousness often seen on the face of Yosemite Sam,
just before the dynamite goes off in his pants.

unexpected condition
Dostoyevsky, Feodor

Crime and Punishment
(NY, 1886).

1st American edition (Crowell’s logo on title page, etc.).
Original cloth, the 1st binding (in blue–green, with the
ads at the end listing only Crime and Punishment

among Dostoyevsky’s works for sale, and 2 other
books by him noted as “in press” ). Tiny dots of rubbing
at spine tips, 1 speck on the back cover, a faint patina
of age, else a fine copy, with no tears, or nicks, or chips,
and it’s untouched and unrepaired ( just what you’d
hope for, but could not find). A rare book anyway, in
any state (the 3rd copy I’ve had in 35 years), reinforced
by OCLC which records only 9 copies in institutions
(U of Chicago, U of Illinois, Mississippi, Mohawk
Valley, NY Public, U of New Mexico, U of Sci & Tec,
Virginia, and VMI), and these 9 include the imperfect,
the defective, the worn, the woeful, and the rebound,
and it is only a consequence of good fortune that any
English language 1st of Crime and Punishment is
available looking anything like this one.
12,000
The London (Vizetelly) and New York (Crowell)
issues were separated at birth. Both are rare beyond
explanation, both are in Vizetelly bindings, both are
from early in 1886, both are from the same translation,
and both are printed from the same setting (likely
stereotyped, i.e. plates), with no established priority,
but I guess the London edition (printed by Straker)
precedes, and if you have a copy of it, be content with
that, regardless of its condition. Conversely, if you
don’t have either, then you can be the only kid on
your block who owns a fine one, or, for that matter,
either one, because miracles occur in book collecting
as seldom as they occur anywhere else.
This is Crime and Punishment, the exemplar towards
which all other murder novels aspire, an immortal flake
of Russian literature, an early cut of psychological
realism, and a fin de siècle preview of dusk to come,
scrutinizing the impact of sin, suffering, despair and
redemption on the soul of a sensitive killer, prepared to
justify that poverty leaves him below moral law.
126 years later, it’s the 21st century, and when you call
911 in Russia, the operator says, “This better be good.”

complete in the individual parts
Doyle, Conan An Astounding Run of all the Holmes
and Watson stories in the Strand Magazines
(London and NY, 1891–1927 ).
75 vols. 1st editions. The 1st appearances anywhere, in
the original monthly parts, of the Adventures, Memoirs,
Hound (NY and London), Return, Valley, Last Bow,
and Casebook, being all 56 Holmes short stories that
Doyle ever wrote, and the 2 novels that were published
in these magazines (only A Study in Scarlet and The
Sign of Four were not published in The Strands).
Chips, tears and minor repairs, half the blue spines
faded, else very good, and most crucially, it’s all here.
And so rare.
75 vols. together: 90,000
Sherlock Holmes is the most durable and the most famous
character in all of literature, and the stories are pure
stardust, the morphine drip of impeccably conceived,
mind expanding detective fiction, and the most imitated,
parodied and adapted works in the English language.
The first modern media spectacle (and the model for all
that followed) occurred when these Strands were issued.
Long queues stretched for blocks at newsstands on the
days that each was published. Yet, despite those sales,
sets in wrappers are now of the utmost rarity, but in
reverse of the chronology. The Adventures and Memoirs
are seen occasionally, but even sets of them are 100 times
rarer in wrappers than when they’ve been bound up,

or in the annual Strand collected clothbound form that is
so often seen, or the later cloth 1st editions. The Hound
is 5 times scarcer again than The Adventures or Memoirs
and the same proportions hold true for its relative
scarcity over the bound Strands or the clothbound 1st
edition. The Return is rarer still, on all counts. A
complete Valley of Fear, in wrappers, is geometrically
less obtainable than its predecessors, and runs of His Last
Bow and Casebook, might as well be impossible. In fact,
hopes for finding any of the last 3 belong in the morgue,
as few booksellers, collectors or librarians, have ever seen
even 1 set of them for sale, at any price, in any condition.

limited, signed edition
Doyle, Conan

The Complete Sherlock Holmes
(London, 1953).

2 vols. 1st edition (all 56 stories and all 4 novels).
One of 147 sets signed by Doyle. Original morocco
backed cloth, acetate dustjackets (photographed in the
acetates), and slipcase. Spines faded, the dustjackets and
slipcase are lightly worn, else near fine, and in the spirit
of, don’t milk a cow that doesn’t have an udder, don’t
buy this book without the jackets or the slipcase. 4,500
When Doyle produced the 1930 Crowbourgh edition of
his complete works, he signed 150 extra limitation sheets
(3 were damaged). They weren’t utilized until this 1953
edition, yet it’s the best of the collected Holmes books,
it’s the only one signed by Doyle, it’s still priced too cheap
for what it is, and only 147 sets guarantees escalating
scarcity forever, just as the ancient Mayans predicted.
In 1995 the Mystery Writers of America voted “The
Complete Sherlock Holmes” number 1 on their list of the
100 greatest mysteries of all time, and that’s something,
despite whatever quirky events set up this issue’s history.

Dumas, Alexandre (fils)

Camille
(London [LEC], 1937 ).

1st edition (1,500 numbered copies) with these
illustrations (12 of them), all from watercolors by
Marie Laurencin, and signed (in ink) by Laurencin.
Fine in near fine publisher’s slipcase.
375
An apt and fitting pairing of novelist and artist.
Laurencin was a major figure in 20th century art;
Dumas fils was a major figure in 19th century sons (he
wasn’t the party, he was the apartment below the
party). I’ll throw an orchid at Laurencin’s feet. Unlike
most of the elite French painters, corralled (seduced)
by LEC during the depression, who took the
commission flippantly, Laurencin, skipped into it from
the corner of Happy and Satisfied, accepted it seriously
(so the moment, so the life) and ceded a beautiful book.

rough justice
Dumas, Alexandre (pere)

Les Trois Mousquetaires
The Three Musketeers
(Brussels [Meline], 1844).
5 vols. 1st edition (in French), simultaneous with, or
preceding, 5 other Brussels editions (all 6 of them are
scarce, and all 6 of them definitely precede Baudry’s Paris
edition). Munro lists our Brussels edition second, after
one from Lebègue, but he’s guessing, and doing so without
a net, because the volumes were issued sequentially,
chasing weekly serialization in Le Siècle (The Century),
with days, or even hours separating their issue, and it
is not plausible that any of the 6 Brussels publishers got
every volume of their edition selling on the streets, before
every volume, from every other publisher, in every case.

Original wrappers, light wear but very good, and a title
that is seldom seen in the publisher’s wrappers. 9,000
If Chevalier D’Harmental (1842) is Dumas’ first great
historical novel (and it is), then Trois Mousquetaires is
his ideal, despite La Reine Margot being equal in plotline
and characters, and finer in style. Comte de Monte–
Cristo is also Mousquetaires’ equal, from every aspect,
but it is the odd Dumas novel that isn’t strictly historical
romance. The 1st appearance of Mousquetaires was a
weekly serialization (March 14 to July 14, 1844) in Le
Siècle, and the mosh–pit frenzy of the Brussels pirates
to get the progressive volumes of their editions out as
quickly as possible, insures that the exact order of
their individual volumes will remain an open question,
though Munro, in his zealous refusal to endure an
enigma, whimsically ranks them without conviction,
evidence, or caveat. In support of Munro, no authority
has challenged him, but that’s because the same lack of
data that leaves Munro’s conclusions dubious, disarms
attempts to propose any other priority. What seems
undeniable, beyond rational argument, is that all the
1844 Brussels editions precede the 1844 Paris edition
(it’s more sure with this title than with most of Dumas’
others), because after the serial was completed, and
with the Brussels editions already being sold, Dumas
casually opened Paris book publication rights for
bidding. The winner (in a protracted and feisty rivalry)
was, finally, Baudry and he paid a lot for the
privilege, so he printed a still small, but larger than
usual, edition, and despite all the Paris 1st editions of
Dumas’ major novels, being scarce beyond reason, the
Paris Mousquetaires is among the more common, and
has no chance at priority, and, yet, it would still be
more valuable, and in some circles the only one
bestowing pride of ownership, although in other circles
“1st edition” still carries all the weight.
Tous pour un, un pour tous.

∞

Occupy
Stockholm
Enough!
Justice has been obstructed too long.
Tomas Tranströmer, Mario Llosa, Vidiadhar Naipaul,
Mo Yan, Herta Müller, John Coetzee, Doris Lessing,
Elfriede Jelinek, Harold Pinter, Jean–Marie Le Clézio,
Imre Kertész, Gao Xingjian, Orhan Pamuk.
Who are these people? They are the last 13 winners of
the Nobel Prize for literature (poetry, plays and prose).
What else do they have in common? Well, none of them
has been remotely as influential, important, outstanding,
inventive, accomplished, or enduring, as Bob Dylan.
Wake–up you Swedes, and be faithful to your mandate,
to say nothing of your responsibility. Your directive is to
be impartial arbiters, not dancing bears. Your obligation
is to recognize achievement, not to dispense charity.
Award Dylan his long overdue Nobel Prize, and regain
some shard of your former calling, by doing the obvious.

∞

Dylan, Bob

Bringing It All Back Home
(1965).

Presentation “demo” of Bringing It All Back Home, the
album cover inscribed in the upper left corner by
Dylan, “Hope (and pray) this isn’t too much but you
can always throw the jacket away.” Then, additionally
signed and inscribed by him 4 times, in 4 different
places, in 4 different personas, with 4 different
signatures (Robert, Bobby, Dylan, and Bob).
Counter clockwise from the “Hope and pray” inscription:
1. “Here Katy, Here’s a record for you, you have a
great walk and a great manner
[continued]

and helped turn the precious moments into days– see
you along the road. Yours Robert.”
2. “Dear Katy, They never received that telegram but
that’s ok, maybe better. Love Bob.”
3. “Katy! May you always be as you always are,
Beautiful. Love Dylan.”
4. “To Katy With Love Bobby!”
And there’s more. In the lower left corner, Dylan
references the 4 different identities in which he has
inscribed, with a quotation from Sam Peckinpah:
“There are many different people inside of us, Sam P.”
87 words total, in black ink, all in Dylan’s handwriting.
12 1/2” X 12 1/2” light wear at the edges, some rubs,
else very good, never repaired, cleaned, or touched–up.
Complete with both sleeves and the record.
20,000
Let’s talk about genuineness, and let’s be simple and
direct about it. Most signed rock & roll albums are
counterfeits (worthless cardboard sold by liars). The
essential dilemma is, for example in Dylan’s case, that
only 8 letters (2 words) make up his name. A skilled
forger, given the time to practice, and a stack of album
jackets, can produce some percentage of signatures that
would even fool Bob, and thus would fool any expert.
So despite whatever “paperwork” may accompany an
item that is only autographed, you should always be
wary and never be secure, when all you are buying is a
signature. The present album jacket has 87 words, all
in Dylan’s holograph, a lily gilding, which no sane
forger would attempt. And it’s a demo (stamped on
the back at the upper left corner, in red ink,
“DEMONSTRATION NOT FOR SALE”), a scarce
thing in itself, and a state of the album jacket unlikely
to be in the hands of very many others, and just what
you would expect in a gift from Dylan. And (of course)

it has provenance. The presentation inscriptions are
to, and the item is, ex–Katherine Haber, MBE, at the
time, a production staffer on the MGM film, Pat Garrett
and Billy The Kid, in which Dylan acted, and for
which he wrote and performed his Billy 1, 4, and 7, as
well as Knockin’ On Heaven’s Door. And it is the
film’s director, Sam Peckinpah, whom Dylan quotes in
the lower left corner of the cover.
Bringin’ It All Back Home was Bob Dylan’s 5th studio
album, inarguably, one his 3 or 4 finest. The Daniel
Kramer cover photograph (with Sally Grossman and
Dylan’s cat, Rolling Stone), features (among other
curiosities) a dozen albums, a Jan. 1, 1965 Time
magazine cover of President Johnson with an Earth
Society pamphlet lying across it, a glass collage by
Dylan, and a harmonica on a table with a fallout
shelter sign leaning against it. The record itself
(recorded in New York from Jan. 13–15, 1965) is
comprised of 11 unprecedented cuts, 8 or 9 of which
would have made the career of another songwriter.
The A–side is electric, the B–side is acoustic, Dylan’s
transitional half–step from folksinger to rocker. The
tracks: Subterranean Homesick Blues, She Belongs
to Me, Maggie’s Farm, Love Minus Zero/No Limit,
Outlaw Blues, On the Road Again, Bob Dylan’s 115th
Dream, Mr. Tambourine Man, Gates of Eden, It’s
Allright Ma, and, It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue.
Matted and framed, with a bubble pocket on the back
to hold the plain and printed sleeves, and the record.
Put aside any and all doubts. This is the best copy of
Bringin’ It All Back Home in the world.
Truth? If you laid all the people, who have been deeply
stirred by Bob Dylan, end to end, around the world,
70% of them would drown.
“Yes, to dance beneath the diamond sky with
one hand waving free…”

Fielding, Henry

The History of the Adventures of
Joseph Andrews
(London, 1742).
2 vols. 1st edition (1,500 printed) of his first novel and
the first that can be called modern, or at least the set–up
for the modern novel, pending Tom Jones (see next).
Full morocco, signed in gilt by Riviere (tag check). A
near fine set, brighter than a bug–zapper, unworn and
unrepaired. No ads at the front, 4 pages of ads at the

end of vol. I, and 2 pages of ads at the end of vol. II.
Coll: [i–ii] iii–xix [xx], 306, [+iv ads]. [i–ii], 310, [+ii ads].
Ref: Block 77. Rothschild 844. Cross 3:305.
3,000
Having dispensed with the formalities, I have a clean
canvass to go where I like, and what I’m liking right
now, is the history of fiction. The invention of the novel
(as we know it) is open to diverse conclusions. Amadis
of Gaul (ca. 1350), Don Quixote (1605), and Robinson
Crusoe (1719), are often championed, although most of
what we accept as the original form’s renovation began
in 1741, with Richardson’s Pamela. But Pamela was an
epistolary novel, with a plot that unfolded in a series of
letters, a style centered upon the act of writing in which
the characters write about, rather than experience, life.
In Joseph Andrews, Fielding refused to confine himself to
the mid–18th century novelist’s narrow territory, instead
he employed it as a vantage point to reveal the structure
of society as a whole, and he weaved social, economic,
political, romantic and intellectual action, and to do it, he
invented (or at least reinvented) something new, defining
it as “art in a new mode” and he started literature all over
again, superseding all previous styles, which disappeared
into it, all genres at once, therefore none. He used a
vital illustration of feeling, abolished the deceptive self–
consciousness of previous fiction, and embraced (for
example) illiteracy as a delicacy (during a year apart,
Joseph and Fanny have no contact because she, “could
neither read nor write”). The inns and carriages saluted
discourse, or dissertation, as a genial fellowship in
narrative, celebrating our kinship, so the falsely pious
female traveler was aghast at the hero’s nakedness, but
secretly enjoyed it; “she had the sticks of her fan before
her eyes.” And it is in this 1st edition that Fielding
elaborated the ironic rules for his new form of fiction,
and concluded somewhat dryly, “It is truer than history,
having a greater (deeper) veracity than the pettifogging
facts of previous chroniclers.” And caressing that irony,
I’ll note, there’s a newspaper in Britain called The Sun.

in a never repaired contemporary binding
Fielding, Henry

The History of Tom Jones
(London, 1749).

6 vols. 1st edition, (2,000 printed) complete with the
errata in vol. I and all Rothschild’s cancels as called for
(vol. I, B9/1. vol. II, B4/5. vol. III, H8/10, M3, Q11. vol.
V, N8. vol. VI, B5), and now for a sentence you won’t
read often about the 1st edition of Tom Jones or any
other major 18th century novel: Contemporary full
calf, unrepaired in any way, neither rebound, restored,
rebacked, or strengthened, either inside or outside, and
you can draw a chalk outline around your dreams for
another copy, because Tom Jones is just not offered
untouched anymore. Spines worn, chipped at the tips,
joints worn but holding, sides rubbed, some stray foxing,
8 pages in vol. IV (gathering O), bound slightly out of
order, all of these flaws dismissible for such a book, as
sets in this unadulterated state are not only rare in 2012,
but have been so for 50 years, raising the question, why
would you buy this title repaired, or worse, rebacked, or
worse yet, in a 19th or 20th century binding, when an
undishonored 1st edition like this one is available for
no premium? Ex–Lord (Charles) Townshend (1700–

1764) with his neat ownership signature in each volume.
Ex–Alexander Hamilton (bookplates), a good 18th
century sailor, not the great 18th century Treasurer,
and bad 19th century duelist.
8,500
Fielding had a passion for taking the novel to new
heights, to be a fireball eating all the oxygen, and he
teased his passion with Joseph Andrews. But Joseph
Andrews was a response to, and a side story of, Pamela,
with essentially the same characters. By comparison,
Tom Jones made construction an art, in a perfect union
of theory and practice. It presented the fully developed
narrator in all his detachment, and exploited the sly
and intentional use of misdirection. It was to earlier
novels what the machine gun was to horse cavalry, a
flash–mob of creative initiative that used the shoulders
of its predecessors, not to stand on, but to leap from.
The film was one of cinema’s absolute greatest. It won
the 1965 Oscar for best picture, and though less intricate
than the book, the pace is just as frenetic, and it offers
a night of exhilaration, and joy, while confirming what
makes films great, all for the price of a Netflix download.
A few words about positioning Fielding’s 2 novels.
They’re widely known as the first of something important,
but they did not appear in a void, and so, they are, as
much, the last (the culmination) of something even more
important, that reaches back 600 years. And though I
am no historian, I’ll touch that past for its connections.
From the 12th to the early 16th century, the major lay
intellectuals of Western Europe were in Italy. Whereas
elsewhere on the subcontinent, ecclesiastics controlled
educational institutions and intellectual life generally,
in Italy (primarily in the northern and central parts of the
peninsula), laymen played a key role as early as the 12th
century and became dominant after 1300. Before that,
lay intellectuals were largely associated with legal studies,
but after 1300 Italian humanism emerged, a movement
that ultimately established layman’s
[continued]

lives as equal in value to those of the clerics and monks.
Originally, Italian humanism’s genesis was founded in
rhetoric, a legacy from the medieval dictators, and only
later did it become a philosophy of life. But the
methods and goals of humanist education were clearly
defined by the 15th century (yay Padua), initially tied
to professions, and then dispersed to become the
underpinnings of elite education in all of Western
Europe, in many aspects, until the upheaval of W.W.I.
So, what does this have to do with J. Andrews and T.
Jones? They are a consequence of the mighty struggle
between education and disaster (and disaster almost
won), and for all the enlightened advance of invention
that they were, they had a base, and that base traces to
the dawn of humanism, of which they are just 2 (albeit
a glorious and presaging 2) of its many aftermaths.
Ha Jin [ 金 雪 ⻜飞 ]
The Dead Soldier’s Talk
[The Paris Review, Vol. 28, Number 101]
(NY, 1986).
1st edition of his first English language appearance in
print. Signed and inscribed above his poem, “Ha Jin,
My first time to sign
on this page.” Original
pictorial
wrappers,
former owner’s (small)
name
inside
front
cover, else near fine. 50
Ha Jin was a Chinese
schooled academic, who
earned a master’s degree
in
Anglo–American
literature, immigrated
to the U. S. and chose
to write in English.
He has won (among many other honors) The National
Book Award, and The Pen/Faulkner Award (twice).

provoking authenticity
Hammett, Dashiell

A Complete Run
of His Short Fiction
(NY, 1943–1962).
12 vols. 1st editions of all 10 Hammett digest originals,
gathering his hard–boiled short fiction, from their
magazine appearances into books, for the first time.
53 intrepid stories and 1 novella, each one tougher
than an Aztec priest. Light rubbing, still a near fine set,
sensitively assembled by a fastidious collector, and much
sharper than usually seen. Comprised of: $106,000
Blood Money
(1943),
The
Adventures of
Sam
Spade
(1944),
The
Continental OP
(1945), Return
of the Contin–
ental Op (1945),
Hammet Hom–
icides (1946),
Dead Yellow
Woman (1947),
Nightmare Town
(1948), Creeping
Siamese (1950),
Woman in the
Dark (1951), and A Man Named Thin (1962). In addition
to the 10 vols. of 1st editions, there are 2 more (retitled)
volumes in the same format: The Big Knockover (1948,
a reissue of $106,000 Blood Money, eliminating the
novella’s division into 2 parts, and combining chapters
2 and 3) and, They Can Only Hang You Once (1949,
a reissue of The Adventures of Sam Spade, reversing
the first 2 stories). A complete set (all published).
12 vols. together: 2,500

Harris, Joel Chandler

Uncle Remus
(NY, 1881).

1st edition of his first book. 1st state (1st printing and
1st binding with correct ads). Fine in yellow cloth, and
although the 1st edition was issued in 5 different colors,
with no priority, I favor yellow because it stains easiest,
and is thus, the hardest to find in fine condition. 3,500
The first classic American beast fable, sylvan based and
replete with weighty perceptions of human frailties that
never contradict experience, but always remind the
reader that some days you’re the puddle and some days
you’re the mop. 1st editions of Uncle Remus are always
available, but it
isn’t a common
book when it’s
fine, so, in the
end, it’s just
about money,
and, as per
the Biblioctopus
theme
these
days, no one has
a finer copy at
our price and
no one has an
equal copy for
less (in fact, the
market’s littered
with
inferior
copies for more).
And so, our rule
for valuing our books is not centered on the last dollar
squeezable out of the most enthusiastic and naïve buyer.
On the contrary, it is a manifestation of our philosophy in
a problematic economy that we will continue to thrive on
the consequences of good acts, compelling books, shared
insight, candid physical descriptions, and prudent pricing.

signed by Ben Hogan
Hogan, Ben

Five Lessons
(NY, 1957).

1st edition. Fine in a very good, and still white jacket
(minor wear and 2 faint vertical creases). Signed on the
title page, and this trade edition in dustjacket is much
scarcer when it’s signed, than the limited edition. 1,000
Still the best golf instruction book ever, the 5 part, links,
equivalent to Musashi’s Book of the 5 Rings, shining
throughout with a spiritual principle touching all 3
centers (as spiritual principles always do). Construct
your swing in your head, teach it to your body through
focused repetition, and then trust it (live it) in your heart.

Conan the Barbarian
Howard, Robert E.

The Hour of the Dragon
(Indianapolis, 1935–1936).
5 vols. 1st appearance anywhere, and the only publication,
in any form, during Howard’s life, of the only Conan novel
he ever wrote (the other Conan tales are all short stories).
Complete in the Dec. 1935 thru Apr. 1936 issues of Weird
Tales. Original wrappers (edges trimmed, some copies
have yap edges), grease pencil price to 1 back cover else
nearly fine with no real flaws, and complete sets in this
beautiful condition are rarer than a bathroom line at
the public swimming pool.
5 vols. together: 3,500
Literary merit can be defined from multiple points of
view, all of them convoluted, opaque, quasi–academic,
contradictory, and subjective, except one, and here’s that
simplest, and only objective, definition
[continued]

of a classic. Do people still read it for entertainment, long
after the generation it was written for have disappeared?
Like it or not, Conan qualifies, and does so colossally.
“The long tapers flickered, sending black shadows
wavering along the walls, and the velvet tapestries
rippled. Yet there was no wind in the chamber. Four
men stood about the ebony table on which lay the green
sarcophagus…The man at the foot of the sarcophagus
leaned over it and moved his candle as if he were writing
with a pen, inscribing a mystic symbol in the air. Then
he set down the candle in its black gold stick at the foot
of the case, and, mumbling some formula unintelligible
to his companions, he thrust a broad white hand into
his fur–trimmed robe. When he brought it forth again
it was as if he cupped in his palm a ball of living fire…
‘The heart of Ahriman!’
…none looked aside from the mummy case over
which the man in the ermine–trimmed robe was now
moving the great flaming jewel while he muttered an
incantation that was old when Atlantis sank…With a
splintering crash, the carven lid of the sarcophagus
burst out–ward as if from some irresistible pressure
applied from within, and the four men bending eagerly
forward, saw the occupant– a huddled, withered,
wizened shape, with dried brown limbs like dead wood
showing through moldering bandages.
‘Bring that thing back?’
…‘Shhh!’ It was an urgent hiss of command from
the large man who held the jewel…He leaned forward
and without touching the thing with his hand, laid on the
breast of the mummy the blazing jewel…The
bandages…fell into brown dust. The shriveled limbs
swelled, straightened. Their dusky hue began to fade.
‘It is Xaltotun! – and he lives!...we have brought
the great magician back to life.’
‘And damned our souls.’ “
–Chapter 1, The Sleeper Awakes

Irving, Washington

The Sketch Book
[and]
Tales of a Traveller
(London [Murray], 1820, 1824).
4 vols. The first U. S. bestsellers in the Old World. 1st
book edition of The Sketch Book (only serialized parts in
wrappers precede). [And] 1st edition of the sequel,
Tales of a Traveller. The first has The Author’s Account
of Himself and 31 stories (including Rip Van Winkle and
Legend of Sleepy Hollow). The second adds 32 stories.
The Sketch Book in contemporary tan calf, strengthened,
spines darkened and repaired
at the tips, else a very good set.
The bibliography is deceptive.
Miller published vol. I in 1820,
sold half of them, went bankrupt
and sold his leftover 1st edition
sheets to Murray, who, later in
1820, printed vol. II and
simultaneously reissued Miller’s
1st edition sheets of vol. I with
a new (cancel) title page
saying “second edition” but despite that statement, what
we’re offering are the 1st printing sheets of both
volumes, though with the 2nd issue title page of vol. I.
The Tales of a Traveller is very good in contemporary
half calf. The further 32 tales were published by Murray
4 years later and the bibliography is straightforward.
This is the 1st edition, 1st issue. The American editions?
The NY Sketch Book was 7 parts in paper wrappers. It
preceded our London book edition, but blow it off,
since no real 1st edition in wrappers has sold at auction
in 100 years, and sets in bindings can not be verified as
1st editions because it was reprinted many times and the
points are found only on the wrappers. The Philadelphia
Tales of a Traveller was 4 parts in paper wrappers, but
it followed our London edition (see BAL 10115, 10116).
Conclusion: This is the way to have these books without
frustration and suffering.
4 vols. together: 1,500

Di Lampedusa, Giuseppe

The Leopard
(London, 1960).
1st edition in English, translated from the 1958 Milan
original. Fine in near fine jacket. A post–modern cairn
set in Garibaldi’s time, a
mirror on the author’s
aristocratic
Sicilian
ancestors weighed against
revolutionary historical
events, and source of
the fairly faithful 1963
Luchino Visconti film,
starring Burt Lancaster,
Claudia Cardinale and
Alain Delon.
650
spectacular condition
Melville, Herman

Typee
(NY, 1846).
2 vols. in 1 (as issued in original cloth). 1st American
edition of Melville’s first book, 1st printing, B. A. L.’s
1st binding. 2,000 were printed, only 500 of them bound
in cloth, 1,500 bound in wrappers. Just about fine and a
chimera in this condition, 30 times as rare as a very good
one for 3 times the price. That said, form motivates me to
be precise. The spine’s slightly faded, there are 4 pinpoint
sized specks of wear (spine tips and joints), 2 small rust
spots on each free endpapers, a stamped name to the
front one, and the oval morocco bookplate of Harriet
Borland on the front pastedown, but look at the photo.
You can play taps for copies like this, an unexceedable
Typee, and while every other copy may not be disgusting,
most are far from gusting. Furthermore, such quality
is seldom encountered in any Melville 1st, and in fact,
this edition of Typee is a title from the Wiley and
Putnam’s Library of American Books series, and the
1st printings, issued under that imprint, are notoriously
scarce in anything approaching fine condition. 7,500

murder laws
Mirbeau, Octave

Torture Garden
[Le Jardin des Supplices]
(NY, 1931).
1st edition in English. Near fine in an ostensibly scarce
jacket, with chips at the edges, and a small one neatly

(unnoticeably) secured at its base otherwise very good.
Superficially a novel (exposé) excusing Oriental torture
as the fine art of exoticism. Look deeper and it’s a
stunning allegory, baring society’s hypocrisies,
government corruption, evil bureaucracies, and
individual imagination drafted into the service of
collective oppression, through an explicitly lurid
premise, and all the gaudy imagery of suggestive
nudity, decadent sadism, kinetic debaucheries,
screaming eroticism, opium dreams, masochistic torture
and perverse executions. Deepest, yet most powerful
of all, lies Mirbeau’s black critique of the duplicitous
rules of social conduct, slicing up a defensive French
establishment, completely unprepared for attacks of
this pitch.
400
You suspect I exaggerate? Not so. Read on:
“You’re obliged to pretend respect for people
and institutions you think absurd. You live attached in
a cowardly fashion to moral and social conventions you
despise, condemn, and know lack all foundation. It is
that permanent contradiction between your ideas and
desires, and all the dead formalities and vain pretenses
of your civilization, which makes you sad, troubled and
unbalanced. In that intolerable conflict you lose all joy
of life and all feeling of personality, because at every
moment they suppress and restrain and check the free
play of your powers. That’s the poisoned and mortal
wound of the civilized world.” –The Mission, Chapter 8
“The most damnably cruel book in contemporary
fiction.” –Huneker
“A definite precursor to the graphic horror fiction
of our time...” –Knowlton
Planning to read it? Take a warning. Do not have sex,
go online, call your mother, drive a car, or operate
heavy machinery, for 4 hours after finishing this book.

Morrison, Toni

Signed photograph
(captioned, Spring Valley [NY], 1978).

Ps. Printed photograph (5 5/8” X 9 1/4”) of the
Nobel laureate, hugging her son Slade. Hand signed at
the bottom, in black ink, “Toni Morrison.” Fine. 300
I own this with Tom Congalton (Between the Covers), a
man who has sold so much African–American literature
that his catalogs should have a horn section. And you
can order it here, or there, but frankly, I’d prefer you
bought it from him in New Jersey, instead of from
me in California, because I’ll get paid 3 hours earlier.

his own corrected copy
Pinter, Harold

The Caretaker
(London, 1960).

1st trade edition, preceded by the Samuel French
acting edition. A theatrical dynamo, The Caretaker is to
post–modern plays, what Washington D. C. is to lying.
Pinter’s own copy (the author’s salient precious), of
his first major success, (maybe used as a prompt
copy) with his extensive deletions, alongside of some
corrections, additions, notations, and changes, all in
his own handwriting. Original wrappers (there was
also a simultaneous hardbound issue). Very good, minor
wear (game used), the best copy in the world. 35,000

the greatest show on worth
(Printed Currency)

The First U. S. Paper Dollars
(1862).

A dazzling collection of the first American legal tender,
in $1, $2 and $5 denominations. Fine (as new). A
matching run in uncirculated condition, brighter than
the silver fittings on a coffin, with sharp corners, crisp
impressions, original embossing and full margins,
unrepaired, uncleaned, untouched, uncreased, and
unsurpassable.
3 notes together: 15,000
The First American 1–Dollar Bill (1862): Portrait of
Salmon P. Chase. Serial No. 39233. Fr. 16. From the
“A” position at the top of the sheet with the mint
centering mark and the plate number (“39”) in green
ink. Friedberg’s “choice crisp uncirculated.” The
side margins are large, and the upper margin is huge,
only possible with the A sheet position. An incredible
example, and understandably rare in this condition.
The First American 2–Dollar Bill (1862): Portrait of
Alexander Hamilton. Serial No. 31205. Fr. 41A.
Friedberg’s “choice crisp uncirculated.” 4 full, well
balanced margins. Rarer than the $1 or $5 notes.
The First American 5–Dollar Bill (1862): Portrait of
Thomas Jefferson. Serial No. 3161. Fr. 61A. Friedberg’s
“choice crisp uncirculated.” 1st issue with the first
obligation on the reverse, the primary variety with tiny
“series” on obverse. 4 full, well balanced margins.
Collecting U. S. currency has Barbie legs. As the world
goes electronic and nostalgia sets in, these first dollars,
from the first year’s circulation (a Civil War necessity),
are the model and standard for all that followed. World
renown, always redeemable, scarcer than anyone thinks,
and still not very expensive. Ok. I’m done. That’s 2 pages
given over to paper money in a book catalog. Any
more would be like taking a drink from a fire hydrant.

Rohmer, Sax

The Return of Dr. Fu–Manchu
(NY, 1916).

1st American edition of the 2nd book in the series.
Near fine book, in a 1st state dustjacket, with lotsa tape
removed from the inside, and then, splits to the folds and
thousands of chips and tears all restored. Candor alert:
If repairs were helium, this book would float away. 525
What are these things worth as a fine book, in a plenty
scarce jacket, that’s been restored? I’d say a perfect
copy in a perfect jacket would be $7,500, a very good one
a third of that. This one’s a zombie jacket, so 7% of the
imaginary flawless copy? Yep, that seems about right.

Scott, Walter Scott

The Monastery
(Edinburgh, 1820).

3 vols. 1st edition. Original boards and labels, rebacked
with new endpapers (a fitting match). Soiled and worn
else very good, but troublesome to weigh against other
sets, because variables won’t and constants aren’t. 375
Just after publishing Ivanhoe, Scott returned to his
Scottish roots for this novel. The monastery of the title
is Saint Mary’s Cistercian Abbey and the action is
mostly within
or surrounding
it. The time is
the Scottish Re–
formation (16th
century) when
the
religious
question had not
been
settled,
but Scott wrote
as the detached
narrator, and
presents
its
resolution as
inevitable. The
characters are
(as is the custom
in
historical
romance) a gathering (or a compaction) of real and
fictional figures, playing out their personal, petty roles,
rendered (and contrasted) against the great events
surrounding them, as worldly life goes on, oblivious to
all private vicissitudes and recoveries. The only
grown–up hero, with a marginally objective sense of
the times, is the Catholic Benedictine/Cistercian monk,
Sub-Prior Eustace (once William Allan) who fights for
his lost cause as stubbornly and gallantly, as would
Robert E. Lee, 300 years later.

are we there yet?
Shepard, Sara

Pretty Little Liars
(NY, 2006).
1st edition. Fine in fine dustjacket. “Instant classic” is an
oxymoron, so this is no more than the first book in a hot
series aimed at teenage estrogen–Americans. Ex–library
copies, or paperbacks, are out there for $5 or $10. Fine
copies in fine jackets, in the real trade binding, are not.
I’m only guessing at the price, and sometimes I press it
on these 21st century books, driven by the first rule of
economics: When there’s no wind, blow.
100

vice or versa
Southern, Terry [and] Mason Hoffenberg
Candy
(Paris, 1958).
1st edition, 1st printing of 5,000 copies, most of them
trashed by the Brigade Mondaine (French vice police).
1st state binding (1 volume, green wrappers, titled Candy,
not Lollipop). There is no way to tell if this copy was
the first one printed or the last, or if it was among the
first copies bound, but it was among the last copies sold
before Candy
was reprinted,
as it has the
original price
“Francs: 1200”
overstamped in
blue ink “New
Price NF 15.”
Tiny rubs to
the edges and
corners, nearly
fine, still fresh,
and unabused,
with no nicks,
tears, soiling or
repairs. 2,000
.

Candy is an outrageous reminder that high heels were
invented by a woman who had been licked on the navel.
It took 6 years, and a fling in the courts, to clear the
way for its publication in the U.S. because the fraction
of fundamentalists that were reactionary, stood quite
capable of mustering potent forces in their war on joy.
No loss, it’s just a book, and though such people can be
harmless, they can also be scary, so here’s why (in the
wider world), they need to be tolerated, but they also need
to be kept off balance. It’s not that they want you to think
as they do, it’s that they want you to do as they think.

low hanging fruit, waiting to be picked
[Star Wars V I]

Photograph, signed
(NP [Return of the Jedi], 1983).

Ps. Sensational, original presentation color photograph
(16” X 20”) of Carrie Fisher (always an actress, now a
great lady) as Princess Leia, in her slave costume. Boldly
inscribed by Fisher, in black ink, to her psychiatrist,
Dr. Arnold Klein, “For my own crazy. Who loves
you darling [?] Guess again. Princess Leia. Opiates
for sure.” With the original hologram sticker (“Officially
Licensed Star Wars Photograph”) in the lower left corner.
2 dozen surface scratches, else very good. Framed. 2,000
If you like this sort of thing, this is the sort of thing
you’ll like. My take? Carrie’s Leia is one of the 2, late
1970s, world–wide, magnetic babe fantasies (see page
19 in this catalog for the other, but, needless to say, we
don’t number our pages). And speaking of babes, when
we do employment interviews at Biblioctopus, we give the
women a bite–sized Snickers. If they take the wrapper
off before eating it, we make them catalogers. If they eat
it with the wrapper still on, they get hired for Security.

lunaticus
Summers, Montague

The Werewolf
(London, 1933).
1st edition. Former owner’s name on the free endpaper,
else a fine, glowing copy, in a very good dustjacket
with only minor flaws, the worst of them a tiny pen
mark to the spine, little nicks at the corners, and 2 edge
tears (1/2” and 3/4”), but these are trivialities on such a
scarce jacket, one that’s elusive in any condition. 1,000
I’ve had this book before, but I can’t recall when I had it,
or what it looked like, because my memory’s not what it
used to be. Also, my memory’s not what it used to be.

a clear eye into the Renaissance
Vespasiano Da Bisticci
The Vespasiano Memoirs:
Lives of Illustrious Men of the XV Century
(London, 1926).
1st edition in English (translated by George & Emily
Waters). Near fine in a very good dustjacket (clean,
integral, and unrepaired).
75
Who is this? Well, Vespasiano da Bisticci (1421–1498)
was generally, a Florentine humanist and librarian,
though, more specifically, he was the greatest bookseller
of the 15th century, with his DNA all over the important
libraries formed in his time. So, when Cosimo de Medici
wanted to build the Laurentian Library in Florence, he
counseled with Vespasiano, who developed a systematic
catalog, which became the library’s blueprint, and he
had it delivered to Cosimo, by his brother in arms of the
moment, Tommaso Parentucelli (later Pope Nicholas V).
Within 2 years, Vespasiano had 200 volumes made for
Cosimo, by 25 driven copyists. In 1447, the brother in
arms became Pope, founded the Vatican Library with
serious intent, and Vespasiano’s work began to touch
immortality. Over the next 14 years, while attending to
the Laurentian, and the Vatican, Vespasiano assembled
another renowned library, for Federico da Montefeltro
(Duke of Urbino), and organized it in a surprisingly
modern manner (it contained the catalogues of
Florence, the Vatican, Oxford, San Marco, and the
Visconti Library at Pavia). And he did all this while
attending to his bookshop, which became a Renaissance
honky–tonk for writers and readers, and in chorus, he
shouldered personal responsibility for trumpeting
classical authors. Vespasiano was no Latin scholar, but
he acknowledged it, and he didn’t let it stop him from
writing 300 biographies (our book translates 105 of them).
They became a key source for the history of 15th century
humanism (Vite di uomini illustri delsecolo XV, published
by Mai, Spicilegium Romanum, I, Rome, 1839; and

Frati, Boogna, 1892). He was not a great historian
(like Machiavelli or Guicciardini), but his biographies
depict the ambiance of the period, and his accounts
plunge the reader into the atmosphere of Florence.
They also contain delicate and charming pictures of
manners, and he does take notice of noble women,
which is evident from a cursory glance at the section on
Alessandra Bardi.
The tone is that of
a moralist, struck
by the dangers of
the Renaissance,
especially
for
women. He warns
against the reading
of novels, and
reproaches
the
Florentines
for
usury and illicit
gains. In the end,
Vespasiano was all
too human, loyal
to his patrons,
and scornful of conflicting agendas, a fawning lauder
of Nicholas V (the intense book–lover) and yet, a severe
critic (slanderer), of Pope Callistus III, the detached and
careless lender of books, which books, however, he never
“gave over to pillage” as Vespasiano accused him of doing.
Florence today, is like a guy who makes his living
charging admission for a look at his grandmother’s
corpse. No matter, this is the 1st edition in English of a
grand book for $75, saying that the wider your vision,
the less you have to spend for satisfaction, but before
your glee takes you bounding down Main Street like an
Impala, here’s what’s sad: Some of you, who wouldn’t
respect any $75 book (hey, I’ve been there), would order,
and thoroughly enjoy, this one, if I’d priced it $500.

The Rheingold, The Valkyrie, Siegfried, and
The Twilight of the Gods
Wagner, Richard

Der Ring des Nibelungen
[The Ring of the Nibelung]
(Mainz, 1869, 1870, 1871, 1874).

4 vols. in 1. 1st editions (in German) of Das Rheingold,
Die Walküre, Siegfried, and Götterdämmerung, the
complete librettos, bound in 1 book (343 pages), being all
the text and stage directions of his 4 part Ring cycle, an
opera, from the German National epic, Das Nibelungen
Lied (The Lay of the Nibelungs), originally written in

the 12th century about events that took place in the 6th
century (the Romans were right to get the fuck out of
there when they did). It recalls the exploits of Siegfried
the Dragon Slayer (The Germanator) his betrayal and
murder, and the revenge of his wife Criemhilda (the real
heroine). These books all precede the first performance
in August, 1876. Contemporary half sheep, joints worn
and strengthened, edges worn, leaf 21 (vol. I, page 17)
strengthened at inner margin, else a very good copy, of
a seldom seen book (see census below). The text collates
complete, plus, there is a blank at the front of vol. I,
a single leaf of ads at the end of vol. II, another ad leaf
at the end of vol. III, and 5 more following vol. IV.
Ex–Dr. Wilhelm Bucher, maybe (but just barely
maybe), [Karl] Wilhelm Bucher (1847–1930), the non–
market economist and founder of Newspaper Science
(journalism as an academic discipline).
2,500
Are these rare? OCLC’s quickie census of institutional
libraries worldwide discloses, Rheingold, 13 copies
located. Walküre, 3 copies located. Siegfried, 3 copies
located (possibly a 4th, but the entry for it looks wrong).
Götterdämmerung, 5 copies located. That’s it. No
library (none) records having all 4 parts, individually
or bound together. Wissenschaftliche Stadtbibliothek,
Mainz has 3 of the 4, lacking Siegfried. Herzogin
Biblioteck has 2, Rheingold and Siegfried. U. Cal.
Berkeley has 2, Rheingold and Walküre. The other 17
parts are splattered around the remainder of the
Western world with just a single part in each place.
Wagner (1813–1883) transformed opera (the only venue
where people die of love) by first revisiting, then brooding
upon, and finally escalating, dramatic, harmonic, and
(most famously) instrumental forces beyond any of his
predecessors, setting a new and basic, though often
ignored, challenge for his successors. The Ring Cycle
exemplifies his theories, and it’s conjoined with national
epic poetry, the appropriate agent for a masterwork.

in English
Wagner, Richard

The Ring of the Nibelungen
(London, 1877).

1st trade edition (and 1st combined edition) in English
(translated by Alfred Forman) of The Rhein–Gold, The
Walkyrie, Siegfried, and Dusk of the Gods, preceded
only by privately printed separate issues of the 4
individual parts (1873–1875) to secure copyright, which
had a total of just 238 pages. This is the complete libretto,
with 356 pages of snugly printed tiny type, containing all
the dialogue and stage directions for all 4 parts. Half cloth,
marbled boards, printed paper label. Near fine condition
with the series half–title and title page, and all 4 half–
titles and title pages for all 4 parts. Ex–Edw.
Schuberth & Co. (oval stamp to half–title).
750

2 manuscripts
Williams, Tennessee

Camino Real
(n.p., 1952).
1. Original carbon typescript (the first draft of the final
version), 133 pages + title page, bound in the blue
Liebling–Wood folder of Williams’ agent, Audrey Wood.
2. Original carbon typescript (the first corrected draft
of the final version), 143 pages + title page (with 23 pages
of T. W.’s inserts and revisions), in Liebling–Wood folder.
both manuscripts together: 15,000
A fantasy set in a Spanish town from which everyone is
trying to escape. The players include Lord Byron, Don
Quixote, Camille, Esmeralda (from Hugo’s Hunchback),
Casanova, and Gutman (from Hammett’s Maltese Falcon).
It was expanded from Williams’ 1 act play after Elia
Kazan said he’d direct it. Kazan wrote Williams (Nov.
1952) upon receiving the version listed here first, with his
ideas for changes, then, rejected the changes Williams
made in our second manuscript in favor of his own. The
play opened, miscarried, and closed, but I suspect that
Williams was on the path
to something valiant, even
a brush with magical
realism, and I’m thinking
that if he’d parked this
play, spun it in his mind
for awhile, and reworked
it a few years later,
he’d have progressed to
a momentous drama,
touching revolutionary
theater, and (if he could have secured its production) a
wild movie. Now it’s too late because, even if rewritten
perfectly, we live in a time when getting such an atypical
screenplay well filmed (hard) and well marketed (even
harder), is like trying to grill a steak by having a
succession of people come into a room and breathe on it.

the first, and the prototype, Western novel
in its 1902 dustjacket!
Wister, Owen
The Virginian
(NY, 1902).
1st edition. Hardly surpassable as an impactful 20th
century 1st edition. The Virginian’s foremost original
innovation and hallowed template, previously unknown
in a novel, is the model Western hero of mythic primal
humanity. Heavy? Yes. But that’s just the most vital.

The Virginian also coined the oft–amended line “When
you call me that, smile,” and cooler still, and way more
influential (get this), the first Main Street, walk–down
(more like a hunt–down), fast draw, pistol duel. Near
fine in the rare jacket with 1” and 1 1/2” chips from the
spine’s top and bottom (the worst flaws), and a few tears
to the edges and along 2 folds, but it’s still integral, still
clean, unrestored, never brutalized, and harder to find
than peace and quiet. Filmed twice in the silent era, and
twice more with sound (1929, starring Gary Cooper and
Walter Huston, and 1946, starring Joel McCrea and Brian
Donlevy, both more sterile than the book).
12,500
The Virginian was an invention, a class of novel that
stands tall as a conception with titanic sway. Within 15
years of it’s publication, the Western was the dominant
genre in motion pictures, from the dawn, and on, and
Wister’s book is the widely accredited archetype, with
an impact that’s almost beyond measure, and this copy of
it, is in that dustjacket, still existing in reality after 110
years, and obviously, on the edge of the unobtainable.
Here is a test of collector spirit. Your library is a plum.
Will you turn it into a plum tree, or a prune?
Let’s hold hands, look both ways before crossing,
revisit, and also update, that tenuous walk across the
rarity thing for some context, and a few comparisons.
The golden age of classic, English language genre novels
(1883–1919) began with Treasure Island, and no copy is
known to me in dustjacket. The same is true for King
Solomon’s Mines (1885), Jekyll & Hyde (1886), She
(1887), Sign of Four (1890), and Well’s big four of Time
Machine (1895), Dr. Moreau (1896), Invisible Man
(1897), and War of the Worlds (1898). Having dispatched
the unknowns, 1 copy of Dracula in dustjacket (1897)
survives, now residing forevermore in the Rosenbach
library, just where you might expect it to be. The next
level (say, 2–20 copies known in jacket) includes Dorian
Gray (1891), The Two Magics (1898),
[continued]

Wizard of Oz (1900), First Men in the Moon (1901),
Kim (1901), Hound of the Baskervilles (1902), Peter
Rabbit (1902), Virginian (1902), Double Barreled
Detective Story (1902), Secret Agent (1907), Wind in
the Willows (1908), Peter and Wendy (1911), Secret
Garden (1911), Lost World (1912), Fu Manchu (1913),
Tarzan of the Apes (1914), Valley of Fear (1914),
Princess of Mars (1917), and perhaps half a dozen other
similar titles, that reign at or near the pinnacle.
Sometimes I can’t read the big E on the eye chart, but I
can always read the writing on the wall, and all of these
books have a sure future. So get any of them in jacket
that you can, if you can, because you won’t get many.
Force of Evil
Wolfert, Ira

Tucker’s People
(NY, 1943).
1st edition of his first novel, a raw, radical, intense
claustrophobic, paranoid and corrupt noir, often ranked
as the darkest and seediest of them all, a storyline
pervaded with moral ambiguity, squared against stylish
shadings of atmosphere, character, meaning, and plot,
and populated by persons with whom I share only the
right to trial by jury. And all of these aspects were fully
depicted, in the proper spirit, when Tucker’s People was
filmed in 1948 as Force of Evil (sure worth a watch).
Fine in near fine, fresh, 1st issue jacket, with just tiny edge
tears, and the red spine color still fairly bright (most are
washed–out), superior condition for this book.
2,000
Worn, or faded, or repaired copies, that you might see,
occasionally offered for sale at some fraction of our price,
would scare the black out of a crow, and will ultimately
prove as much of a financial disaster as an aesthetic one.
And it is your responsibility alone to sidestep them
(and their kin), as such books are themselves innocent,
like a blind leper who has somehow lost his way,
and his bell, bumping into you, but meaning no harm.

∞
Adept and intelligent,
repair, restoration, or refurbishing, of your
books, dustjackets, maps manuscripts,
documents, letters, and prints
as well as
resurrection of those that have been
unnecessarily taped, awkwardly mishandled,
futilely mended, or crazily bungled
(de–repair is the new wave).
All of it quick and cheap.

Katy Carter
8491 Sunset Blvd. #126
West Hollywood, CA. 90069
telephone: 310–657–4869
e–mail: katycarter@sbcglobal.com
∞

∞

Coming Soon
Biblioctopus Catalog 51

Beginning a new series,
in a flash format, with rash aims, and brash text.
I used to write to get attention.
I still do, but I used to, too.

∞

∞

Biblioctopus Alive

Making More Sense Than Can Be Consumed Locally

New York International Antiquarian Book Fair
Park Avenue Armory, Manhattan
April 11–14, 2013
∞

